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Abstract
Introduction: The alignment of a prosthesis is clinically determined based on observations by clinicians and the subjective perception of amputees during gait. However, this process has been reported to be unreliable. Socket reaction
moment has been reported to be significantly impacted by alignment changes, but the impact of these alignment changes
on other gait parameters is unclear. The aim of this study was to investigate the effects of coronal alignment changes of a
transtibial prosthesis on socket reaction moment, spatiotemporal parameters, and perceptions of alignment during gait in
amputees.
Methods: Nine individuals with transtibial amputation participated in this study. Socket reaction moment and spatiotemporal parameters (step time, step length, step width, single limb support time, cadence, and gait speed) were
measured under nine coronal alignment conditions (angulation: 3 , 6 , translation: 5 mm, 10 mm, and baseline)
using a three-dimensional motion capture system (Vicon) and an embedded load-cell system (EuropaTM). In addition,
subjective perceptions of alignment were examined.
Results: Coronal alignment changes of the transtibial prostheses demonstrated significant changes in socket reaction
moment; however, no significant changes were found with spatiotemporal parameters or the amputee’s perception.
Conclusion: Measurement of socket reaction moment, along with the embedded load-cell system, may be a better
metric for tuning the coronal alignment of transtibial prostheses compared to spatiotemporal parameters and amputee’s
perceptions.
Keywords
Amputee, load cell, prosthesis, prosthetist, walk
Date received: 27 August 2017; accepted: 24 July 2018

Introduction
The alignment of a transtibial prosthesis is deﬁned as a
spatial relationship between a socket and a prosthetic
foot.1 This alignment impacts gait symmetry, comfort,
stability, and pressure distribution inside the prosthetic
sockets.2–5 In clinical settings, the ﬁnal prosthetic alignment is more frequently determined by the amputee’s
subjective perceptions and the prosthetist’s observations.6 However, the reliability of this subjective perception of amputees is limited. Boone et al.7 analyzed
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the amputee’s perceptions of socket alignment perturbations and concluded that their perception was less reliable for determining alignment except in the coronal
plane. In addition, Zahedi et al.2 suggested that a prosthetist may not be able to reproduce the prosthetic
alignment accurately for a single person with transtibial
amputation. These studies have demonstrated that current clinical practice of establishing prosthetic alignment, based on amputee’s subjective perceptions and
the prosthetist’s observations, may not be reliable and
sensitive enough to distinguish appropriate alignment
changes.
To address these limitations, several approaches
have been reported to measure the forces and moments
using load cells embedded in transtibial prostheses
during gait.8,9 Boone et al.10 measured the socket reaction moment (SRM) with force transducers embedded
under the transtibial prosthetic sockets and pointed out
that the SRM was systematically inﬂuenced by prosthetic alignment changes. They suggested that prosthetic alignment could be evaluated objectively with
SRM in a clinical setting. Kobayashi et al.11 investigated the eﬀect of malalignment on both SRM and
cadence and found that the SRM was signiﬁcantly
aﬀected, but cadence was not. However, the alignment’s eﬀects on the amputee’s subjective perception
and spatiotemporal parameters such as step time and
step length have not been adequately investigated.
Furthermore, gait analysis studies of pre and post prosthetic alignment changes have primarily been performed in the sagittal plane, and there is a paucity of
research examining the coronal plane.12 Therefore,
additional research investigating coronal plane variables may prove to be useful in determining appropriate alignment changes.
Therefore, to address these gaps in the literature, the
aim of this study was to investigate the eﬀect of coronal

prosthetic alignment changes on SRM, spatiotemporal
parameters, and the perception of alignment changes
during gait in individuals with transtibial amputation.

Methods
Participants
Nine individuals with transtibial amputation participated in this study (8 males, 1 female, age 52.0  13.6
years old, height 170  10 cm, body mass 71.0 
13.3 kg) (Table 1). The average duration of their prostheses usage was 13.2  3.3 years. Five individuals had
amputations due to trauma, two due to diabetes, and
two due to tumor. Inclusion criteria were as follows:
(1) unilateral transtibial amputation, (2) living in local
community after the rehabilitation period, (3) no confounding orthopedic or neurological diseases, (4) ability
to walk without a walking aid, (5) age over 20 years,
and (6) ability to understand the aim of this study.
Written informed consents were obtained from all
the participants. This study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board of the Graduate School of
Comprehensive Rehabilitation, Osaka Prefecture
University (No. 2017-107).

Gait analysis
To measure the spatiotemporal parameters including
step time, step length, step width, single-limb support
time, cadence, and gait speed, a three-dimensional
motion capture system (Vicon, Oxford Metrics, UK)
was used. Fourteen-millimeter reﬂective markers were
used to deﬁne body segments based on the Plug-in Gait
marker set (Vicon, Oxford Metrics, UK). The walkway
used for the data capture was 15 m long and was
equipped with eight infrared motion capture cameras

Table 1. Demographic information of the participants.

ID

Gender

Age

Height
(cm)

Body
mass
(kg)

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

M
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M

45
41
57
74
67
67
40
42
35

188
180
172
160
170
164
153
172
177

90
74
63
52
61
57
89
84
70

Cause of
amputation
Trauma
Trauma
Tumor
Diabetes
Diabetes
Trauma
Tumor
Trauma
Trauma

Amputation
side

Length of
residual
limb (cm)

Duration of
amputation
(years)

Distance from
the end of the
socket to the
floor (cm)

Prosthetic foot

Right
Left
Right
Left
Left
Left
Left
Right
Left

14
11
18
12
11
10
9
19
15

10
14
48
7
11
22
5
32
5

25
28
23
20
26
27
22
21
25

Vari-Flex
LP Vari-Flex
LP Vari-Flex
FlexFoot Balance
Aspire
LP Vari-Flex
Aspire
LP Vari-Flex
LP Vari-Flex
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and two force plates (AMTI, USA) collecting data at
100 and 1000 Hz, respectively. The trajectory and kinetic data were synchronized using Vicon Nexus software (version 1.8.5). In addition, an embedded loadcell system was placed in the prosthesis (EuropaTM,
Orthocare Innovations, USA) and was used to measure
SRM.10 Even though both the motion capture system
and the embedded load cell were used to collect data
simultaneously, they were not synchronized.
A prosthetist with more than 25 years of experience
assembled and adjusted all the experimental prostheses.
A slide adapter (4R103, Ottobock, Germany) and
EuropaTM were placed under the participants’ prosthetic sockets to construct each experimental prosthesis
(Figure 1). Before the experiments, the most acceptable
alignment of the prostheses was determined based on
the prosthetist’s observations and subjective opinions
from the participants. This alignment was deﬁned as
‘‘baseline.’’
The gait parameters of participants were measured
under nine conditions of prosthetic alignment in the coronal plane. These conditions included angulation
changes (3 of adduction and abduction, 6 of adduction
and abduction), translation changes (5 mm lateral and
medial translation, 10 mm lateral and medial translation), and baseline. The ranges of these alignment
changes were determined according to a preceding
study,10 and the available ranges imposed by the components were used in the study. These prosthetic components are commonly available and widely used in
clinical settings. The ranges of 6 of adduction and
abduction and 10 mm lateral and medial translation
are within the adjustment ranges of the prosthetic

3
components that we used in the present study. All the
alignment changes were carried out using the adjustment
mechanism of the 4R103, which allows angulation alignment changes by a pyramid mechanism and translation
alignment changes by a slide mechanism (Figure 1). The
angulation changes were conﬁrmed using a digital level
gauge (DP200Hi, STS Co. Ltd, Japan). The translation
changes were conﬁrmed using a ruler.
The participants were instructed to walk in a straight
line at their self-selected gait speed. At ﬁrst, they
walked with the baseline alignment on the walkway,
and data were collected. Subsequently, the participants
were asked to walk under each selected alignment condition in a randomized order for data collection. A
subject (ID4) walked only under ﬁve conditions (baseline, 6 of adduction and abduction, and 10 mm lateral
and medial translation) in a randomized order owing to
restriction of time. For each condition, a trial walk of
15 m was carried out only one time to conﬁrm whether
the participants could walk safely without fatigue just
before each measurement. The participants were not
aware of the type, direction, and amount of the alignment change (i.e. angulation or translation, adduction
or abduction, medial or lateral translation, 3 or 6 ,
and 5 or 10 mm). During the data collection, no shoes
or footwear were used to avoid their inﬂuence on the
participant’s gait.13 Furthermore, having the participants walk without footwear mimicked their daily life
of walking without shoes in their home.
After walking in each alignment condition, oral
interviews were conducted with the participants about
their perception of the alignment changes (‘‘What do
you feel about this alignment setting of the prosthesis

Figure 1. An experimental prosthesis used in this study: (a) sagittal view and (b) coronal view.
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compared to the baseline setting? If you feel any
changes, can you describe them?’’). Therefore, perception was deﬁned as an amputees’ feeling of the alignment during gait in this study. The answers were noted
and classiﬁed into three categories: perceived correctly,
perceived incorrectly, and uncertain. The responses
were then recorded by the investigator. For example,
if the participant responded that ‘‘I feel like I am falling
to the prosthetic side’’ when the socket was laterally
translated or abducted, it was classiﬁed as ‘‘perceived
correctly.’’

Data analysis
The Vicon Nexus software (version 1.8.5) was used to
calculate spatiotemporal parameters (step time,
step length, single-limb support time, cadence, and
gait speed). In addition, step width was calculated as
the distance between the heel markers of both legs in
the coronal plane during stance. Three gait cycles
were extracted from the middle part of each walking
trial, and each variable was calculated and averaged
across these gait cycles. The data of the coronal
SRM were averaged over ﬁve gait cycles from the
middle part of each walking trial and then divided by
the body mass of each participant. The stance phase
time was normalized to 100% under each alignment
condition. Subsequently, the mean coronal SRM in
stance phase was calculated and plotted across participants. The varus moment was deﬁned as negative
values of the coronal SRM. The maximum varus
moment under angulation and translation alignment
changes was extracted under each alignment condition.
For statistical analysis, a linear mixed model was
used to analyze the gait parameters after conﬁrming
their normality with the Shapiro–Wilk test. A linear
mixed model was used because one of the participants
was tested under ﬁve alignment conditions (resulting in
missing data points), whereas others were tested under
nine alignment conditions. Gait parameters including
maximum varus moment and spatiotemporal parameters, such as step time, step length, step width, single
limb support time, cadence, and gait speed, were analyzed under each alignment condition. Paired T-tests
with Bonferroni corrections were used for post hoc testing for multiple comparisons. Correlations between the
alignment conditions and spatiotemporal parameters
and between the alignment conditions and SRM were
analyzed using Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient. The
Chi-square test was used to analyze if there were any
diﬀerences in the subjective perceptions among the different alignment conditions. The signiﬁcant level was
set at P-value < 0.05 for each analysis. SPSS v.19.0
(IBM Corp. Armonk, USA) was used for the statistical
analysis.
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Results
Spatiotemporal parameters
Spatiotemporal parameters did not demonstrate signiﬁcant changes caused by the diﬀerent alignment conditions (Table 2). However, signiﬁcant correlations were
found between step width and alignment changes
(r ¼ 0.96, P < 0.05 for angulation alignment changes
and r ¼ 0.93, P < 0.05 for translation alignment
changes). Adduction or medial translation of the
socket appeared to be related to the increases in step
width. The diﬀerence in step width between 6 of
adduction and abduction was larger than the diﬀerence
between 10-mm medial and lateral translation (i.e. 169–
112 mm ¼ 57 and 156–132 mm ¼ 24 mm, respectively;
Table 2).

Socket reaction moment
The coronal socket reaction moment (SRM) was signiﬁcantly (P < 0.001) aﬀected by both angulation and
translation alignment changes (Figures 2(a) and 3(a)).
The SRM corresponding to each angulation and translation change is shown in Figure 4. The results of post
hoc analyses for angulation and translation alignment
changes are shown in Figures 2(b) and 3(b), respectively. Signiﬁcant correlations were found between the
maximum varus moment and the alignment changes
(r ¼  0.96, P < 0.001 for angulation alignment changes
and r ¼ 0.99, P < 0.01 for translation alignment
changes). The slope of the graph of SRM under the
angulation alignment changes [0.056 (Figure 2(b))]
was steeper than that under the translation alignment
changes [0.035 (Figure 3(b))]. Therefore, the angulation alignment changes resulted in more changes in the
coronal SRM than the translation alignment changes.

Subjective perceptions
Outcomes of the amputee’s subjective perceptions are
summarized in Table 3. Each number in Table 3 indicates the number of responses in perception of coronal
alignment changes among the participants. Chi square
test did not reveal any signiﬁcant diﬀerences.

Discussion
This study investigated the eﬀect of coronal prosthetic
alignment changes on the SRM, spatiotemporal parameters, and perception of alignment during gait in individuals with transtibial amputation. The results of this
study demonstrated that coronal alignment changes signiﬁcantly impacted SRM, but spatiotemporal parameters and amputee’s subjective perceptions were not

N.S., no significant differences.

Cadence (steps/min)
Gait speed (m/s)
Step width (mm)

Single limb support time (s)

Step length (m)

Step time (s)

Cadence (steps/min)
Gait speed (m/s)
Step width (mm)

Single limb support time (s)

Step length (m)

Step time (s)

Gait parameters

Prosthetic side
Non-prosthetic side
Prosthetic side
Non-prosthetic side
Prosthetic side
Non-prosthetic side

Prosthetic side
Non-prosthetic side
Prosthetic side
Non-prosthetic side
Prosthetic side
Non-prosthetic side

Prosthetic/
non-prosthetic
side

0.55  0.05
0.55  0.04
0.62  0.11
0.59  0.07
0.41  0.02
0.44  0.03
107  7
1.08  0.16
156  45

10 mm
medial
translation

Translation

0.60  0.08
056  0.09
0.59  0.14
0.62  0.07
0.40  0.07
0.46  0.07
105  11
1.04  0.13
169  52

6 adduction

Angulation

0.58  0.05
0.57  0.05
0.66  0.10
0.60  0.05
0.40  0.04
0.44  0.04
106  9
1.10  0.14
153  55

5 mm medial
translation

0.59  0.06
0.56  0.04
0.63  0.09
0.60  0.05
0.40  0.03
0.45  0.05
106  8
1.10  0.16
167  35

3 adduction

0.56  0.05
0.56  0.05
0.62  0.08
0.59  0.05
0.41  0.04
0.44  0.04
107  10
1.08  0.16
136  41

Baseline

0.56  0.05
0.56  0.05
0.62  0.08
0.59  0.05
0.41  0.04
0.44  0.04
107  10
1.08  0.16
136  41

Baseline

Table 2. The spatiotemporal parameters of gait under coronal angulation and translation alignment changes.

0.57  0.04
0.56  0.05
0.65  0.08
0.63  0.05
0.41  0.05
0.43  0.02
107  7
1.13  0.10
138  49

5 mm lateral
translation

0.57  0.06
0.56  0.03
0.62  0.11
0.60  0.05
0.40  0.04
0.44  0.03
107  7
1.09  0.12
114  48

3 abduction

0.57  0.03
0.58  0.05
0.62  0.11
0.59  0.05
0.41  0.05
0.44  0.03
105  8
1.05  0.15
132  44

10 mm lateral
translation

0.58  0.04
0.60  0.06
0.60  0.12
0.57  0.06
0.43  0.04
0.45  0.03
103  7
1.00  0.15
112  47

6 abduction

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.
N.S.

Significance
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*

(b)

(a)

*
*
*

0.05

Valgus

0.1

Valgus

0.1

*
*

0.05
6° Add
6° Add

0

0

20

0

40

60

80

3° Add

100

-0.05

-0.05
Baseline

3° Add
-0.1

3° Abd

-0.1

Baseline

-0.15

6° Abd

-0.15
3° Abd

-0.2

-0.2
6° Abd

-0.25

-0.25

-0.3

-0.3

-0.35

Varus

Varus

-0.35

Figure 2. (a) Mean coronal SRM across participants in stance and (b) mean maximum varus moment across participants with
standard deviation under angulation changes. An asterisk (*) indicates significant differences (P < 0.05).
Abd: abduction; Add: adduction; SRM: socket reaction moment.

(a)

(b)
0.1

0.05

Valgus

Valgus

0.1

*
*
*
*

0.05
10mm Med

0
0

20

-0.05

10mm Med
40

60

80

100

0
5mm Med
Baseline

-0.05

5mm Lat

5mm Med
-0.1

10mm Lat

Baseline

-0.1

-0.15

5mm Lat

-0.15

-0.2

10mm Lat
-0.2

-0.25

-0.25

-0.3

-0.3

-0.35

Varus

Varus

-0.35

10mm
lateral
translaon

5mm
lateral
translaon

baseline

5mm
medial
translaon

10mm
medial
translaon

Figure 3. (a) Mean coronal SRM across participants in stance and (b) mean maximum varus moment across participants with
standard deviation under translation changes. An asterisk (*) indicates significant differences (P < 0.05).
Lat: lateral translation; Med: medial translation; SRM: socket reaction moment.
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Table 3. Perception of coronal angulation and translation alignment changes.
Angulation

Significance: N.S.

Perception

6 adduction

3 adduction

3 abduction

6 abduction

Perceived correctly
Perceived incorrectly
Uncertain

4
2
3
Translation

4
0
5

6
1
2

6
1
2

10-mm medial
translation

5-mm medial
translation

5-mm lateral
translation

10-mm lateral
translation

3
2
4

3
1
5

6
1
2

4
2
3

Perceived correctly
Perceived incorrectly
Uncertain

N.S., no significant differences.
Note: Each number indicates the number of responses in perception of coronal alignment changes among the participants.

aﬀected. Therefore, these ﬁndings suggested that the
embedded load-cell system placed in the transtibial prosthesis may be potentially useful in assisting in the ﬁnetuning of the alignment in the coronal plane.
With coronal alignment changes, there were no signiﬁcant diﬀerences in spatiotemporal parameters. Thus,
the observation of these parameters may not necessarily
contribute to establishing the ideal coronal alignment of
transtibial prostheses. Pinzur et al.14 suggested that no
subjects could walk adequately with 15 malalignment.
If the angulation changes were more than 6 , some of
these spatiotemporal parameters may have been
aﬀected. In clinical settings, it would be rare to evaluate
prosthetic gait with a malalignment of more than 6 as
long as the bench and static alignments are set in a
proper manner. The participants had long-term experience (5  48 years) of walking with prostheses. During
this time, they most likely have had ample opportunity
to walk as symmetrically as possible under malaligned
conditions. This prosthetic malalignment could lead to
compensatory motion, such as lateral trunk bending
during gait. One of the possible causes of lateral trunk
bending at mid-stance toward the prosthetic side is
because of an excessive outset of the prosthetic foot.15
Some compensatory motions may occur to maintain balance in gait. Further investigation would be needed to
clarify the eﬀects of alignment changes on compensatory
movements in amputee’s gait.
Although no signiﬁcant changes in the spatiotemporal parameters were found among the alignment
conditions, step width demonstrated signiﬁcant correlations with the coronal socket alignment changes. The
step width for normal walking in able-bodied individuals is reported to be in the range of 50–130 mm.16 The
step width for the baseline alignment in this study was
136 mm. Under 3 and 6 abduction, the step width was

within the range (114 mm and 112 mm, respectively).
A wider step width may increase lateral displacement
of COM and metabolic cost.17,18 Additional studies
with a larger sample size are needed to clarify how
step width is related to overall gait eﬃciency and performance in amputees with transtibial prosthesis.
Since the gait speed and cadence were not signiﬁcantly aﬀected by the alignment changes, the changes
in the coronal SRM appeared to be most likely caused
by alignment changes. SRM under each condition
showed the same systematic trends in correspondence
to alignment changes as other studies.10,19 This outcome indicated that SRM may be useful to evaluate
diﬀerent prosthetic alignment conditions in the coronal
plane under a constant gait speed. The mechanism of
the prosthetic foot displacement in the coronal plane is
diﬀerent between translation and angulation alignment
changes. Based on the illustration in Figure 5, the horizontal displacement was 25.3  2.60 mm for the 6
angulation and 12.7  1.30 for the 3 angulation,
which was larger than that for 10-mm translation.
This explains why the 6 angulation alignment changes
aﬀected the SRM more than the 10-mm translation
alignment changes. A review study on transtibial prosthetic alignment pointed out that the pressure distribution in a prosthetic socket may be more sensitive to the
angulation changes than to the translation changes
because of the alteration in the eﬀective limb length.3
However, the vertical displacement by the 6 angulation alignment changes was 1.3  0.1 mm and by the 3
angulation alignment changes was 0.33  0.0 mm.
Therefore, the change in the eﬀective limb length
caused by the angulation changes appeared to be very
small (Figure 5).
There was no signiﬁcant eﬀect by the alignment
changes on the subjective perception of amputees.
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Figure 4. Mean SRM under each alignment condition. The shaded area indicates standard deviations during stance (per % stance).
SRM: socket reaction moment.

Hashimoto et al.
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Figure 5. An illustration explaining the horizontal and vertical displacement of the prosthetic foot under angulation alignment
changes.

This implies that the subjective perceptions may not
precisely reﬂect alignment changes. Boone et al.7 used
a software similar to the visual analog scale to quantify
the perception of prosthetic alignment and suggested
that the amputees might be able to perceive coronal
angle alignment changes. In this study, only a simple
question was asked. The participants expressed their
perception verbally and not quantitatively. The process
to classify the participants’ verbal expression into one
of the three categories was performed subjectively.
Therefore, errors could have been made both in perception and expression by the participants and in interpretation by the investigator.
There were some limitations to the present study. It
was performed using a small sample size (with nine
participants). The baseline alignment was determined
according to the current clinical practice and it was
not quantiﬁed. There were some demographic biases
(i.e. only one female, no participants in 20 s, and the
cause of amputations). The cause of amputation of the
participants varied from trauma to diabetes. This variation might contribute to the variability of sensory abilities among the participants in detecting alignment
changes. Finally, the results show immediate eﬀects
and long-term eﬀects are still unknown.

Conclusion
This study focused on the eﬀect of coronal alignment
changes on SRM, spatiotemporal parameters, and subjective perceptions. The coronal alignment changes,
both angulation and translation, signiﬁcantly aﬀected
SRM (i.e. maximum varus moment), but they did not
aﬀect spatiotemporal parameters or subjective perception. This implies that the embedded load cell in the
transtibial prosthesis could potentially contribute to
the evaluation of prosthetic alignment in the coronal
plane. Further studies are needed to explore optimal
alignment using the embedded load cell in transtibial
prostheses.
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